Will Piolo bring KC to his U.S. shows?
Written by Administrator

Piolo Pascual and KC Concepcion at the 2009 Star Magic Ball.

Is Piolo Pascual bringing along girlfriend KC Concepcion in his series of concerts in the United
States this March?

That’s what his multitude of U.S.-based fans and producers of his six-city U.S. shows are
clamoring for after the multi-awarded actor and singer admitted recently on Philippine television
(and seen by Filipinos around the globe via The Filipino Channel) that he and KC are officially a
couple.

Producers say KC’s presence will cause pandemonium in all concert venues especially when
she gets introduced on stage by her superstar boyfriend.
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At the Connecticut leg of the series slated on March 5 (Sunday, starting at 6 p.m.), producer
KUBO Productions said ticket buyers have been inquiring if KC is showing up at the famous
Yale University’s Woolsey Hall in New Haven (500 College Street).

“The mega daughter (KC) is busy with her own showbiz commitments back home, but we’re not
ruling out any possibility specially Piolo is so proud to introduce KC as his girlfriend,” says
KUBO Productions.

“But with or without KC, we are definitely sure Piolo’s guest star, the hilarious Pokwang, will do
a KC impersonation that will surely make people choke in laughter,” adds the producer.

The U.S. series is a spinoff of Piolo’s hugely successful Valentine show at the PICC Plenary
Hall, which was graced by KC, who was seated throughout the show beside Piolo’s mom.

In that PICC show (in collaboration with maestro Ryan Cayabyab), the “Noah” star serenaded
KC with “Ikaw Ang Pangarap” and knelt before her, witnessed by thousands of screaming fans.

He turned emotional as he professed his deep love for her.

“I’ve always been single most of my life,” said the teary-eyed Piolo.

“I’m giving love a chance. I’ve always been a private person. My admission on ‘The Buzz’ was
nerve-wracking. I had to stand up for somebody who’s been there for me, who showed me the
true meaning of love. Thank you, Kristina.”

Tickets to Piolo’s Connecticut show are $48, $68, $88, $118 (VIP with Meet & Greet).
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Bus packages are also available from New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island.

For tickets and other inquiries, call 203.645.8951, 201.207.4654, 917.569.8462, 917.294.6783,
201.673.8679, 914.346.9646, 908.906.9788, 914.774.4656, 774.482.6238, 203.435.2217 or
508.476.0009.
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